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This book has great illustrations page by page and covers a myraid of equine medical subjects from

OCD to suspensory ligaments to foaling out. Although it is not extremely in depth I think this is a

"must have" for every horse owner as it covers the topics you will come into contact with as a horse

owner and talks about possible treatments at time of publishing. For a veterinary text for owners or

vet students, I think this is a very good one. I own both Volumes 1 and 2 and utilize them quite a few

times every year.

This book is a must have for equine enthusiasts and therapists. The illustrations are clear and the

text descriptions are easy to follow. It covers many conditions that our horses will have diagnosed

by the veterinarian. I require that all of my course attendees have this book.

This is the book for serious horse person, I bought it for my Pony Clubber daughters, one of which

has her A and helped critique this book for her sister, which is why I bought it. In fact I purchased

both volumes to make sure my collection is complete. I study these illustrations to gain visual insight

to help me troubleshoot and care for my horses and ponies, as well as having my own knowledge



when conversing with the veterinarians. It has paid me dividends when I found my treatment for

navicular, bone chip, and various muscle and tendon issues. You can not be without at least vol

1!!!!! ...and if my USPC A pony clubber says it is a reference that is needed for obtaining her A

Standards rating then this says it all about this reference in my book!

We have both volumes, priceless for understanding and seeing the actual layers of the

musculo-skeletal systems of the horse. Layer by layer of the many interactive systems that keep our

animals healthy. This volume also covers in depth visual and diagnostic conditions related to

lameness disorders. How can you possibly fix something that you can;t see and this takes you

through layer by layer. Excellent visuals and diagrams show you what's under the skin down to the

bone. This is a book that has so much valuable information in it that is essential to the Vet, and

horse owner alike . I recommend it to every horse owner. Cover and pages are plastic so you can

take it to the barn and if it gets dirty you can wipe it off with no damage to the books. Get both

volumes. Volume 2 covers the internal systems and the skin as well as a great section on

reproduction . Both are well worth the money. .
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